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Claims

1. A camera-incorporated VTR characterized by the following facts: the viewfinder can

be separated in a free detachable manner from the camera-incorporated VTR main body; the

viewfinder part at least has video signal receiving function; on the other hand, the

camera-incorporated VTR main body has remote control signal receiving function and video

signal sending function.

2. The camera-incorporated VTR described in Claim 1 characterized by the following

facts: when the camera-incorporated VTR main body and the viewfinder part are separated from

each other, signals are exchanged between them in a wireless manner; when the viewfinder part

is mounted on the camera-incorporated VTR main body, signals are exchanged using
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non-contact optical signals or through contact of the metal parts arranged in the areas where the

viewfinder part has contact with the camera-incorporated VTR main part instead of using lead

wire or flexible wire.

3. The camera-incorporated VTR described in Claim 1 or 2 characterized by the

following facts: when the viewfinder part is mounted on the camera-incorporated VTR main

body, power is supplied to the viewfinder part from the camera-incorporated VTR main body;

when the viewfinder part is separated from the camera-incorporated VTR part, power is supplied

to the viewfinder part from a battery incorporated into the viewfinder part or a battery mounted

on the outside of the camera-incorporated VTR main part.

Detailed explanation of the invention

[0001]

Industrial application field

The present invention pertains to a camera-incorporated VTR that can be remotely

controlled.

[0002]

Prior art

Figure 6 shows a conventional camera-incorporated VTR. In this figure, 1 represents the

camera-incorporated VTR main body, 20 represents a viewfinder, and 20A represents a remote

control. Even if viewfinder 20 is able to rotate with respect to main body 1 , it is cannot be

removed from main body 1 . Remote control 20A can be separated and taken to a place away

from the camera-incorporated VTR. Figure 7 shows the state when remote control 20A is

separated from viewfinder 20 shown in Figure 6. In this figure, 2a represents a remote control

signal receiving part, and 2b represents a remote control signal sending part.

[0003]

In the following, the operation will be explained. The electric circuit of viewfinder 20

operates under the power supplied from camera-incorporated VTR main body 1 . After the video

signal sent from camera 2 is processed by a video signal processing circuit, it is input into a

driving circuit. The image of the object captured by camera 2 is displayed on the display unit of

viewfinder 20. In the case of remote control, remote control 20A is separated from the main

body. The remote control signal sending part 2b of remote control 20A is pointed to the remote

control signal receiving part 2a on main body 1 to remote control main body 1.
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[0004]

Problems to be solved by the invention

Since the conventional camera-incorporated VTR has the aforementioned configuration,

in the case when remote control is performed, the display unit of viewfinder 20 cannot be seen.

Therefore, it is unable to confirm what camera 2 captures. This might lead to failure of image

pickup.

[0005]

The purpose of the present invention is to solve the aforementioned problem by providing

a camera-incorporated VTR, which allows the user to perform remote control while confirming

the image picked by the camera-incorporated VTR at a position away from the

camera-incorporated VTR.

[0006]

Means to solve the problems

The present invention provides a camera-incorporated VTR characterized by the

following facts: the viewfinder can be separated in a free detachable manner from the

camera-incorporated VTR main body; the viewfinder part at least has video signal receiving

function; on the other hand, the camera-incorporated VTR main body has remote control signal

receiving function and video signal sending function. Either the aforementioned viewfinder part

or a separately arranged part is equipped with the remote control signal sending function.

[0007]

Operation

For the camera-incorporated VTR of the present invention, since the viewfinder part can

be removed from the main body, the user is able to perform remote control while confirming the

pickup content at a place away from the main body.

[0008]

Application example

Application Example 1

In the following, an application example of the present invention will be explained with

reference to figures. Figure 1 shows the state when viewfinder 20 is separated from

camera-incorporated VTR main body 1 . In this figure, 2a represents a remote control signal

receiving part. 3a represents a video signal sending part. 4 represents a zoom wide button. 5

represents a viewfinder fixing table (the table itself can also rotate). 6a represents a viewfinder
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fixing mechanism. 7a, 7b, ... 7n represent the contacts of the metal part. When viewfinder 20 is

mounted on.main body 1, these contacts 7a, 7b, ... 7n can realize electric connection between

main body 1 and viewfinder 20 in order to exchange signal between main body 1 and viewfinder

20. 8 represents a record start/pause button. 9a represents a battery. 2b represents a remote

control signal sending part. 6b represents a fixing mechanism that works together with

viewfinder fixing mechanism 6a. 19 represents a display unit. 22 represents a switch used for

turning on/off the power of the viewfinder. 4A represents a zoom wide button. 2b represents a

remote control signal sending part. 8A represents a record start/pause button. 9b represents a

battery.

[0009]

Figure 2 shows the circuit block for the video signal sending part 3a inside

camera-incorporated VTR main body 1 and the circuit block for remote control signal receiving

part 2a. In this figure, 10 represents the video signal captured by the camera of the

camera-incorporated VTR main body. 1 1 represents an FM modulating circuit that modulates

video signal 10. 12a represents a driving circuit. 13a represents an IR light-emitting LED.

Driving circuit 12a drives LED 13a. LED 13a emits light, and an FM modulated video signal is

sent out from video signal sending part 3a to viewfinder 20. 18a represents a photodiode

arranged in remote control signal receiving part 2a. 17 represents an amplifier. 16 represents a

decoder. 15 represents a microcomputer. 14 represents a control signal. Microcomputer 15

outputs control signal 14 used for carrying out the operation corresponding to the signal input

from decoder 16.

[0010]

Figures 3(A), (B), (C) show viewfinder 20 viewed from three directions. Explanation of

the symbols shown in Figure 1 is omitted. 3b represents a video signal receiving part. 21

represents a switch used for switching depending on whether viewfinder 20 is mounted on

camera-incorporated VTR main body 1

.

[0011]

Figure 4 shows the circuit block for video signal receiving part 3b in viewfinder 20 and

the circuit block for remote control signal sending part 2b. In this figure, 18b represents a

photodiode arranged in image signal receiving part 3b. 23 represents an amplifier. 24 represents

a limiter circuit. 25 represents an AGC circuit. 26 represents an FM demodulating circuit. 27

represents a video signal processing circuit. 28 represents a driving circuit. 19 represents a

display unit. 33 represents a switch. According to control signal 34, said switch 33 connects
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video signal processing circuit 27 to contact a2 ofFM demodulating circuit 26 or to contact t>2

that is directly connected to the video signal 10 of camera-incorporated VTR main body 1 . 30a,

30b, ... 30n are signals used for operating the camera-incorporated VTR. 29 represents an

encoder. 31 represents a modulating circuit. 12b represents a driving circuit. 13b represents an

LED in remote control signal sending part 2b.

[0012]

Figure 5 shows the power supply system of the camera-incorporated VTR. 32 represents

the full load of the electric system of viewfinder 20. 21 represents the switch 21 shown in Figure

3(C). Viewfinder 20 has contact with contact ai when it is mounted on camera-incorporated VTR
main body 1 . Viewfinder 20 has contact with contact bi when it is separated from

camera-incorporated VTR main body 1. 22 represents the switch 22 shown in Figure 3(B). 7a, 7b

represent the contacts shown in Figure 3(C).

[0013]

In the following, the operation will be explained. When viewfinder 20 is integrated with

camera-incorporated VTR main body 1 using fixing mechanisms 6a, 6b, switch 21 has contact

with contact ai. As a result, the entire electric system of viewfinder 20 receives the power

supplied from battery 9a inside camera-incorporated VTR main body 1 (of course, the power is

turned on/off using switch 22 of viewfinder 20). On the other hand, switch 33 has contact with

contact t>2 according to control signal 34, and the video signal 10 sent from camera-incorporated

VTR main body 1 is input into video signal processing circuit 27 (of course, transmission of such

video signal depends on contact between the contacts 7n of a pair of opposite metal parts). In this

way, an image is displayed on the display unit 10 of viewfinder 20.

[0014]

When viewfinder 20 is separated from camera-incorporated VTR main body 1, switch 21

has contact with contact bi. As a result, the entire electric system of viewfinder 20 receives

power supplied from the battery 9b of viewfinder 20 (of course, the power is turned on/off by the

switch 22 on viewfinder 20). On the other hand, switch 33 has contact with contact az according

to control signal 34. Video signal processing circuit 27 receives signal from FM demodulating

circuit 26. In the meantime, in camera-incorporated VTR main body 1, the FM modulating

circuit 11, driving circuit 12a, and LED 13a shown in Figure 2 are operated, and the FM
modulated video signal is sent from video signal sending part 3a. The FM modulated video

signal is received by photodiode 18b in the video signal receiving part 3b of viewfinder 20. The

signal is then amplified by amplifier 23 and becomes a video signal after it is demodulated by
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FM demodulating circuit 26 through limiter circuit 24 and AGC circuit 25. Then, an image is

displayed on display unit 19 through switch 33 as well as video signal processing circuit 27 and

driving circuit 28.

[0015]

In the following, the embodiment of sending video signal in a wireless manner will be

explained in more detail. Video signal 10 is input into FM modulating circuit 11, where it is

FM-modulated. Like VHS-VTR, the FM modulating system uses a carrier with sink-tip as fi and

white peak as f2. For example, fi = 3.4 MHz, f2 = 4.4 MHz, and fi < f2. As far as video

transmission is concerned, a side-band component is also included, and 6-30 MHz are allocated

as a result of the secondary carrier wave frequency allocation (EIAJ cp-1205) of the IR space

transmission system of EIAJ. The FM modulated video signal obtained as a result of the

aforementioned FM modulation is input into driving circuit 12a, and the FM modulated video

signal is transmitted when IR light emitting LED 13a is turned ON/OFF. The FM modulated

video signal output from said LED 13a is received by photodiode 18b. That signal is amplifier by

amplifier 23 and goes through limiter circuit 24 and AGC circuit 25. AGC circuit 25 is used to

set the signal input into FM demodulating circuit 26 next on a constant level Limiter circuit 24 is

used so that the signal level will not go over the input range ofAGC circuit 25. Then, the

aforementioned FM modulated video signal is demodulated by FM demodulating circuit 26. As a

result, a video signal is obtained. Although the demodulated video signal is deteriorated

compared with the original video signal, since display unit 19 is usually made of liquid crystal or

a small Braun tube (a small one that can be used for viewfinder), the resolution will not be as

high as that of monitor. Therefore, the image will have almost the same quality as that when the

viewfinder is integrated with main body 1 (the demodulated video signal has the equivalent

quality as the reproduced image ofVTR).

[0016]

When the user remote controls camera-incorporated VTR main body 1 using viewfinder

20, he (or she) operates the zoom wide button 4A, record start/pause button 8A, etc. on

viewfinder 20. The signals 30a, 30b, . . . 30n generated from operating these buttons are input

into encoder 29. The encoded signal is modulated by modulating circuit 31. LED 13b emits light

under the driving of driving circuit 12b to send the signal from sending part 2b. The remote

control signal sent from sending part 2b is input into photodiode 18a in the receiving part 2a of

camera-incorporated VTR main body 1 . The signal is then amplified by amplifier 17 and is

decoded by decoder 16. The decoded signal is input into microcomputer 15.. In this way,

microcomputer 15 can output the corresponding remote control signal 14.
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[0017]

Application Example 2

In said Application Example 1, fixing table 5 is used to fix viewfinder 20 on

camera-incorporated VTR main body 1 . This fixing table, however, can also adopt a rotating

configuration so that the viewfinder can be used in the same way as the conventional

camera-incorporated VTR. Also, when the viewfinder is mounted on the camera-incorporated

VTR main body, signals can be exchanged using non-contact optical signals instead of the

aforementioned contacts (7a . . . 7n) of the metal parts.

[0018]

Application Example 3

In said Application Example 1, although viewfinder 20 has the remote control function, it

is realized by a separate conventional wireless remote control device. On the other hand, it is also

possible for the viewfinder to only have video signal receiving function and for the

camera-incorporated VTR main body to have video signal sending function.

[0019]

Effect of the invention

As explained above, according to the present invention, the camera-incorporated VTR
main body and the viewfinder can be separated from each other. A video signal sending part and

a remote control receiving part are arranged on the main body side, and a video signal receiving

part and a remote control sending part are arranged on the side of the viewfinder. In this way, the

user is able to confirm the pickup content while remote controlling the camera-incorporated

VTR.

Brief description of the figures

Figure 1 is an oblique view illustrating the camera-incorporated VTR disclosed in an

application example of the present invention when the camera-incorporated VTR main body and

the viewfinder are separated from each other.

Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating two electric circuit systems in the camera-incorporated

VTR main body shown in Figure 1, that is, the block diagram for the video signal sending circuit

and the block diagram for the remote control signal receiving circuit.

Figure 3 shows the viewfinder shown in Figure 1 from three directions. Figure 3(A)

shows the viewfinder viewed from the upper right front. Figure 3(B) shows the viewfinder

viewed from the upper right rear. Figure 3(C) shows the viewfinder viewed from the left side.
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Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating the two electric circuit systems in the viewfinder shown

in Figure 1 , that is, the block diagram for the video signal receiving circuit and the block diagram

for the remote control signal sending circuit.

Figure 5 is a diagram illustrating the power supply system of the viewfinder shown in

Figure 1

.

Figure 6 is an oblique view illustrating the conventional camera-incorporated VTR with a

remote control.

Figure 7 is an oblique view illustrating the state when the remote control signal sending

part is removed from the camera-incorporated VTR shown in Figure 6.

Explanation of symbols

1 Camera-incorporated VTR main body

2a Remote control signal receiving part

2b Remote control signal sending part

3a Video signal sending part

4 Zoom wide button

5 Viewfinder fixing table

6a Viewfinder fixing mechanism

6b Viewfinder fixing mechanism

8 Start/pause button

9a Battery

9b Battery

19 Display unit

20 Viewfinder



Figure 1

Key: 1 Camera-incorporated VTR main body

20 Viewfinder

Figure 2



Figure 4
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Figure 7
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